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1 Introduction
Responding to recent advances in the social network-

ing technology such as weblogs and microblogs, a num-
ber of opinions of people across the world are widely
spread on the Web. The automatic visualization of
the debate structure of these opinions is a challenging
problem, but will be extremely useful for many users.
For example, it will be useful if we can automatically
identify that house should ban alcohol, the opinion of
blogger A, can be supported by alcohol causes liver dis-
ease, the opinion of blogger B1, and can be refuted by
alcohol promotes good health, the opinion of blogger B2.
In order to accomplish this goal, we turn to argu-

mentation mining, a recently popular field of study.
Argumentation is the theory of reaching a conclusion
for a claim based on some type of premises. Various
types of argumentation mining methods have been pro-
posed for areas such as legal documents [5] and online
argument stance [3]. In this work, we focus on one par-
ticular argumentation model, the Toulmin model [13],
due to its ideal structure for policy debates [1], as it
can be applicable for daily arguments opposed to one
specific domain. For example, claim, data, and warrant,
all components of the Toulmin model, can be thought
of as follows: a claim is something an individual be-
lieves, data is support, or evidence, to the claim, and a
warrant is the link between the claim and data. Substi-
tuting a debate motion such as We should ban alcohol
for a claim, one can utilize the Toulmin model for con-
structing various arguments to support a given motion
while not only discovering support, but also the im-
plicit warrant which can strengthen the effectiveness of
the data.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has

experimented with automatically constructing Toul-
min instantiations through computational modeling
for a given keyword. Therefore, in this work, we
create a computational model for automatically con-
structing Toulmin-based argumentation structure from
the Web for given keywords. The most challenging
part of automatic construction of Toulmin instantia-
tion is to recognize the semantic relation between state-
ments. In the context of discourse relation recognition
and QAs, significant amount of researches have been
done [15, 11, 10, 7, 12]; however, there still remains
many issues. Our idea is to represent the statements
as excitation relations (i.e., Promote(X, Y) or Sup-
press(X, Y)) [6] as a start for Toulmin instantiation.

2 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has de-

veloped a computation model for automatically con-
structing Toulmin instantiations. However, various
components of the Toulmin model have individually
been researched and are discussed below.
The most similar work to ours is the automatic de-

tection of implicit premises for Walton [16]’s argumen-
tation schemes [5]. Similarly, we aim to make the im-
plicit links in the Toulmin model explicit through com-
putational modeling in order to assist with generating
constructive debate speeches. In future work, we plan
to adopt different argumentation theories.
Inspired by Hashimoto et al. [6]’s excitatory and in-

hibitory templates, in this work, we similarly compose
a manual list of promote and suppress predicates.
Given a motion-like topic, previous work has found

relevant claims to support the topic [7]. Other work has
utilized a list of controversial topics in order to find rel-
evant claim and evidence segments utilizing discourse
markers [12]. Previous Why-QA work [15, 11, 10] has
dealt with finding answers for questions such as Why
should alcohol be banned?. In this case, a passage such
as Alcohol causes heart disease can be retrieved; how-
ever, the passage is not necessarily concerned withWhy
is heart disease negative? which can act as a link be-
tween the question and answer. In this work, in ad-
dition to a claim and it data, or evidence, we explore
finding the link, or warrant, between the claim and data
in order to strengthen the relationship between both,
one of the aspects of the Toulmin model.
In terms of determining stance, previous work has

utilized attack or support claims in user comments as
a method for determining stance [3]. In this work, we
rely on our Promote(X,Y) and Suppress(X,Y) rela-
tions, coupled with positive and negative sentiment val-
ues, as a means to signify stance. Simultaneously, not
only does this assist with stance, but it is an important
feature for argument construction in our first round of
constructing automatic Toulmin instantiations.

3 Toulmin Model
Toulmin was the first to believe that most arguments

could simply be modeled using the following six com-
ponents: claim, data, warrant, backing, qualifier, and
rebuttal [13]. This model is referred to as the Toulmin
model and is shown in Figure 1, along with an instan-
tiation. In this work, we focus on constructing an ar-
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gument consisting of a claim, data, warrant, as these
three components make up the bare minimum of the
Toulmin model. The claim consists of the argument an
individual wishes for others to believe. Data consists of
evidence to support the claim. However, in the event
the data is considered unrelated to the claim by another
individual, such as a member of a negative team in a
policy debate, the warrant, although typically implicit,
can explicitly be mentioned to state the relevance of
the data with the claim.
In addition to the basic components, one individual

may require more information to support the warrant.
This component is referred to as backing, and we at-
tempt to identify backing in this work. A qualifier con-
sists of a component, such as a sentence or word, in
which affects the degree of the claim. Finally, a rebut-
tal consists of a counter-claim to a claim. We leave the
detection of qualifier and rebuttal for future work.q

Alcohol causes liver disease.
PROMOTE(alcohol, liver disease)

Liver disease is a major cause of  death.
PROMOTE(arg2(data), death)

According to a recent study, liver disease causes 10,000 deaths a year on average.
PROMOTE(arg2(data), death)

OMOTE

di

This House believes alcohol should be banned.
SUPPRESS(House, alcohol)

i

This House believes alcohol should be banned.

lcohol sh

Figure 1: An Instantiation of the Toulmin Model. Red
color represents negative sentiment.

4 Methodology
As shown in Figure 1, our task consists of the

following: given a topic motion in the form Pro-
mote(House,Y) or Suppress(House, Y), where Y is
a topic keyword, we instantiate a Toulmin model by
first recognizing the topic motion as a Toulmin model
claim, and through computational modeling, we gener-
ate the remaining Toulmin model arguments.
For instantiating a Toulmin model through compu-

tational modeling given a motion, or claim in the Toul-
min model, we need to recognize the semantic relation
between sentences in a corpus. For example, to find
data of the claim, we need find a set of sentences that
can serve as the evidence of the claim. However, as de-
scribed in Section 2, there are still a lot of challenging
problems in this research area.
Therefore, our idea is to focus on the sentences that

can be represented by an excitation relation, namely
Promote(X, Y) or Suppress(X, Y), which is in-
spired by [6]. Focusing on such sentences, we can re-
cast the problem of semantic relation recognition be-
tween sentences as a simple pattern matching prob-
lem. For example, suppose we are given the claim
Suppress(government, riot). Then, we can find the
supporting evidence of this claim by searching for sen-
tences that match Promote(riot, Z), where the sen-
timent polarity of Z is negative. Another example is
shown in Figure 1.

4.1 Overview
We develop a two-staged framework for the auto-

matic construction of Toulmin instantiations. First, we
extract a set of claims represented by two-place predi-
cates (e.g., cause(alcohol, cancer)) from a text corpus
and generalize them into an excitation relation, namely
either Promote(X, Y) or Suppress(X, Y). We then
store the generalized relations into a database, which
we call a knowledge base.
Second, given the motion claim that is also repre-

sented by a two-place predicate (e.g., ban(house, al-
cohol)) by the user, we find relevant claims from the
knowledge base to identify data, warrant, and backing
for the input motion claim. In the rest of this section,
we elaborate on two processes one by one.

4.2 Knowledge Base Construction
For constructing a knowledge base of Pro-

mote(X,Y) and Suppress(X,Y) relations, we rely on
a manually created list of verbs representing Pro-
mote/Suppress relations and parsed dependency out-
put. Similar to Open Information Extraction sys-
tems [18, 4, 9, etc.], we extract a set of triples
(A1, R,A2), where R is a verb matching a Pro-
mote/Suppress-denoting verb, A1 is a noun phrase
(NP) serving as the surface subject of R, A2 is an NP
serving as the surface object of R.
In our experiment, we utilized a collection of web

pages extracted from ClueWeb12 as a source corpus
of knowledge base construction. ClueWeb121 consists
of roughly 733 million Web documents ranging from
blogs to news articles. From 14K documents contain-
ing 2,422,108,179 sentences retrieved from ClueWeb12,
we extract 79,574,542 relations from using a manually
composed list of 40 Promote (e.g. increase, cause,
raise) and 76 Suppress (e.g. harm, kill, prevent)
predicates. We parse each document using Stanford
CoreNLP [8] in order to utilize both dependency and
named entity features. The details of our knowledge
base can be found in Section 5.
At this time, we limit our extraction on a simple

noun subject/direct objects opposed to passive sen-
tences (e.g. cancer is caused by smoking).

4.3 Finding Toulmin Arguments
4.3.1 Data
Given the motion in the form of a triplet I =

(A1, R,A2), we first extract a set D of candidate
triplets of data for the input motion I from the con-
structed knowledge base. As described in Section 3,
data is defined as a statement that supports the input
motion. We find a set of data triplets based on the
following hypotheses:

• if the input motion is Promote(X, Y), the sup-
porting data can be in the following two forms: (i)
Promote(Y, Z), where the sentiment polarity of Z
(henceforth, sp(Z)) is positive, or (ii) Suppress(Y,
Z), where sp(Z) is negative.

• if the input motion is Suppress(X, Y), the support-
ing data can be either (i) Promote(Y, Z), where

1http://www.lemurproject.org/clueweb12.php/
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sp(Z) is negative, or (ii) Suppress(Y, Z), where
sp(Z) is positive.

For example, given the input motion ban(house, alco-
hol), where ban is a Suppressrelation, we extract (i)
all Promote relations in which its A1 is alcohol and
sp(A2) is negative (e.g., cause(alcohol, liver disease)),
and (ii) Suppress relations in which its A1 is alco-
hol and sp(A2) is positive (e.g., decrease(alcohol, life
expectancy)). We elaborate more on our sentiment cal-
culation in Section 5.1.

4.3.2 Warrant and Backing
For each d ∈ D, we extract a set Wd of candidate

warrants using the similar hypotheses in the data ex-
traction step. As described in Section 3, warrant serves
as the supporting evidence of d being a reason for the
input motion I. For example, we need to find a state-
ment that explains why alcohol promotes lung cancer
supports house should ban alcohol (in this case, the
statement such as lung cancer causes death can be a
warrant).
To capture warrant of data d, we apply the following

hypotheses if the input motion I is Promote(X, Y):
• if d is Promote(Y, Z), where sp(Z) is positive, the
warrant of d can be either: (i) Promote(Z, W),
where sp(W ) is positive, or (ii) Suppress(Z, W),
where sp(W ) is negative.

• if d is Suppress(Y, Z), where sp(Z) is negative, the
warrant of d can be either: (i) Promote(Z, W),
where sp(W ) is negative, or (ii) Suppress(Z, W),
where sp(W ) is positive.

Similarly, if the input motion I is Suppress(X, Y), the
following rules are applied:
• if d is Promote(Y, Z), where sp(Z) is negative, the
warrant of d can be either: (i) Promote(Z, W),
where sp(W ) is negative, or (ii) Suppress(Z, W),
where sp(W ) is positive.

• if d is Suppress(Y, Z), where sp(Z) is positive, the
warrant of d can be either: (i) Promote(Z, W),
where sp(W ) is positive, or (ii) Suppress(Z, W),
where sp(W ) is negative.

For example, for the input motion ban(house, alcohol)
and data cause(alcohol, liver disease), we would have
as a result cause(liver disease, death), suppress(liver
disease, metabolism).
For extracting a set Bd of backing candidates for d,

we used the Wd as Bd because backing is different from
warrants in terms of informativeness. That is, backing
also serves as the evidence of d as being a reason for
the input motion I, but backing should be based on
statistical data, such as a white paper.

4.3.3 Toulmin Instantiation
So far, we have a set D of candidate data,

and for each d ∈ D, we have a set Wd, Bd of
candidate warrants and backings. Extracting
the source sentences of each set, we construct
a set M of Toulmin instantiations, where M =
{(miSent(sents(d)), liSent(sents(w)),miSent(sents(b)) |
d ∈ D,w ∈ Wd, b ∈ Bd}, sents(t) is a set of source
sentences of t, miSent(X) is a function to return the
most informative sentence among X, and liSent(X)

is a function to return the least informative sentence
among X. In our experiment, we simply define the
informativeness of sentence based on the number of
named entities in the sentence and the sentence length.

5 Experiment and Observations
Given four topic motions ban(House,

alcohol‖boxing‖gambling‖homework), we con-
struct multiple Toulmin instantiations and present
our results and findings for the method proposed
in Section 4. In this experiment, we collect the top
10 most frequent relations for data and the top 5
most frequent relations for warrant and backing for
evaluation.

5.1 Sentiment Polarity Calculation
For calculating the sentiment of each argument’s

head noun, we use SentiWordNet [2], Takamura et
al. [14]’s sentiment corpus, and the Subjectivity Lexi-
con [17]. For each corpus, we assign a value of 1.0 if the
sentiment is positive, -1.0 if negative, or otherwise neu-
tral. We base positive and negative as a value greater
than 0 and less than 0, respectively. In the case of
SentiWordNet, we focus only on the top-ranked synset
polarity value for each noun. Afterwards, we combine
the values per noun and calculate sentiment using the
following:

sp(w)=

{
pos if num pos votes(w) ≥ 2
neg if num neg votes(w) ≤ −2
neutral otherwise

}
, where w is

the head noun of the direct object in each Promote
and Suppress relation.

5.2 Results
The results of our knowledge base construction are

shown in Table 1. Positive, Negative, and Neutral refer
to the number of relations in which a relation’s A2 sen-
timent is positive, negative, and neutral, respectively.

Table 1: Promote (PR) and Suppress (SP) relations
from our data set.

Type Positive Negative Neutral Total
PR 5,515,661 2,141,886 61,746,810 69,404,357
SP 452,673 467,182 9,250,330 10,170,185
Total 5,968,334 2,609,068 70,997,140 79,574,542

We manually evaluate our output and base our pre-
cision measure for both data, warrant, and backing on
whether a each data is consistent with a claim, whether
warrant is a valid link between claim and data, and
whether backing is appropriate for the resulting data.
Overall, we acheive a reasonable precision for data;
however, in the case of warrant and backing, our sys-
tem’s performance was quite poor (as shown in Ta-
ble 2).
We show a list of fully correct Toulmin instantia-

tions in Table 3. We note that the resulting Toulmin
instantiations for alcohol and dehydration resulted in
consistent results. In other cases, as shown in Table 4,
we found that many examples were not consistent due
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Table 2: Precision of output

ban(A1, A2) Data Warrant Backing
A2=alcohol 0.90 (9/10) 0.24 (9/38) 0.14 (4/28)
A2=boxing 0.57 (4/7) 0.16 (5/32) 0.31 (5/16)
A2=gambling 0.56 (5/9) 0.15 (6/40) 0.13 (4/32)
A2=homework 0.80 (4/5) 0.27 (8/30) 0.20 (5/25)
Total 0.71 0.20 0.18

Table 3: Sample of correct output for the topic alcohol

Argument Sentence
Data ”Alcohol causes dehydration of your body

cells”, says John Brick, P.h.D...
Warrant Dehydration can increase risk of falls.
Backing Dehydration at any age can also increase the

risk of ocular dryness, says Rachel Bishop,
MD, chief of the consult services section at the
National Eye Institute.

Warrant Dehydration decreases your ability to do phys-
ical work.

Backing Dehydration impairs the ability to regulate
body temperature, reduces mental and physi-
cal work performance, and increases suscepti-
bility to heat injuries/illnesses.

Warrant Dehydration causes fatigue.
Backing ”Dehydration causes fatigue, and fatigue

causes poor posture”, says Falsone.

to relations alone lacking a sentence’s contextual infor-
mation. In the case of Example 1, we extracted the re-
lation Promote(boxing, high risk); therefore, all war-
rant arguments were related around high risks either
promoting or suppressing something negative or pos-
itive, respectively. This produced undesirable results,
as the phrase eye injuries was ignored but relevant to
the term high risks. Furthermore, from Example 2, we
see that although the data states that homework affects
health, from the warrant, we see that health enhances
quality of a dog. In addition to relations alone, we need
world knowledge to provide information that homework
is typically done by a human, for instance. Finally,
from Example 3, we discover the phrase these prob-
lems in a data argument; however, we need to employ
coreference resolution into our future work in order to
determine if these problems are directly related to heart
and arteries problems in order to acheive higher preci-
sion.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we initiated a preliminary study com-

posed of developing a computational model for the in-
stantiation of Toulmin models given a topic motion
keyword. We evaluated our system output and found
that although data had nearly 70% precision, our pre-
cision for warrant and backing suffered due to incon-
sistencies with both coreference information and con-
textual information. In future work, we will expand
upon our Promote and Suppress keyword list, and
we will experiment with state-of-the-art relation ex-
traction technologies, as our current implementation is
based on simple extraction rules. In addition, we will
expand upon the contextual information presented in
a topic motion, such as location, in order to construct
Toulmin models for more elaborative topics such as ban
alcohol in Japan. In addition to coreference resolution,
we would also like to extract relations without an exact

Table 4: Sample of incorrect output for various topics

Ex Topic Argument Sentence
1 Boxing Data Boxing and full-contact martial

arts pose an extremely high risk
of serious and even blinding eye
injuries.

Warrant High risks and threshold bring
high returns.

2 Homework Data If you are worried that your
homework may be affecting your
health or safety, or that of your
family, contact your union or an
advice agency.

Warrant Health, balance and symmetry
enhance the quality of any dog.

Backing (US National Center for Health)
Using safe cleaners can improve
the quality of both your work-
ing environment and the world at
large.

3 Homework Data Homework inherently causes
problems.

Alcohol Data But for both men and women, al-
cohol can also bring on problems
with the heart and arteries, as re-
ported by MSNBC .

Warrant These problems affect people’s
activities of daily living, cause
falls and injuries, and lead to de-
pression and social isolation.

match restriction using various technologies (e.g. word
vectors). Finally, we will experiment with identifying
qualifier and rebuttal into our computational model in
future work.
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